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Well-tempered metadynamics simulations are employed to explore the phase diagram of

ZIF-4, a porous crystalline metal-organic framework of industrial relevance. Despite the

vast amount of experimental efforts, the phase diagram that includes ZIF-4 and its related

polymorphs has not yet been fully determined. For example, the crystalline phase called

ZIF-4-cp is not experimentally observed when high pressure ramps are applied. Our sim-

ulations shed light into the phase diagram topology and allow us to further look into the

collective degrees of freedom that drive the phase transitions in the T=150-450 K and P=0-

200 MPa region. The porous ZIF-4 phase transforms into ZIF-4-cp through pore closure,

while the latter has a phase transition at higher pressures regimes to ZIF-4-cp-II, a trans-

formation which involves subtle changes in swing dihedral angles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exploring the phase diagram of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), porous materials that can

act as hosts with sieving, confining and nanoreactor properties, is not an easy task. This is par-

ticularly true for ZIF-4,1 a porous crystalline orthorhombic MOF composed of Zn2+ cations and

imidazolate molecules as ligands that adopts the cag topology. This MOF and its complex phase

diagram, featuring at least six crystalline and two amorphous polymorphs,2 has been puzzling

scientists for more than one decade at the moment of this writing.3

Countless reasons explain the hype surrounding ZIF-4. First, its capacity to transform into

porous liquids4 and amorphous polymorphs, which has allowed scientists to establish the basis

of MOF-based glass technologies5–10 promising to ally hydrocarbon separation properties11,12

with easy shaping13 and scaled-up synthesis14 for industrial applications. Moreover, changing the

composition of ZIF-4 by substituting imidazole by other ligands helps tune its melting temperature

and adsorption properties.15,16 From the applications point of view, ZIF-4 is a stimuli-responsive

material,17 that changes its structure when subjected to changes in temperature,18 pressure,19–21 x-

ray absorption22 and guest adsorption,20 among others. Stimuli responsive properties have made

of ZIF-4 an excellent candidate for reversible trapping of potentially harmful guests.23 Finally,

ZIF-4 also exhibits auxetic behaviour, as demonstrated both by a variety of experimental24,25, ab

initio26,27, classical and reactive modelling studies.28,29

A better understanding of the complex phase diagram of ZIF-4 is required to master its prop-

erties and help further develop the MOF-glasses field. The challenges of this task range from

glass transition temperature values that are sensible to changes in synthesis conditions,30 to

the still ongoing experimental developments that are needed to overcome slow kinetics phase

transformations.31 Indeed, the detection of high pressure/temperature phases is strongly depen-

dent on pressure/temperature ramps. This is how Widmer and collaborators2 explain why they do

not observe the ZIF-4-cp polymorph, whose existence was previously demonstrated by Henke and

coworkers,20 in their phase diagram determination, that is the most complete up to date. Indeed,

upon an increase of pressure, the authors observed a phase transition from ZIF-4 to ZIF-4-cp-II,

a more compact polymorph than ZIF-4-cp (VZIF−4 = 43423/UC, VZIF−4−cp−II = 30553/UC and

VZIF−4−cp = 34573/UC). The authors speculate that ZIF-4-cp must lie in between ZIF-4 and

ZIF-4-cp-II in the phase diagram,2,32 but they could not observe it. At the moment of this writing,

the place of ZIF-4-cp in the phase diagram is thus unknown, let alone the sign of the Clapeyron
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lines that determine its stability region.

Furthermore, detecting and measuring the collective motions that take place at the molecular

level and drive these phase transitions forward is practically impossible at the experimental level.

Molecular simulation allows us to access molecular detail that cannot yet be measured, filling in

this gap. In this spirit, we have recently modeled the ZIF-4 −→ ZIF_a and ZIF-zni −→ ZIF_liq

phase transitions via molecular dynamics simulations33 relying on a force field34 that partially

incorporates reactivity through the treatment of coordination bonds as non-bonded interactions.

Three machine learning based force fields were recently developed for ZIF-4 and applied to study

its thermal phase transitions. Shi and coworkers35 and Du et al36 have relied on deep-learning

potentials while Castel and coworkers chose message-passing neural networks to model glassy

MOFs.37 These force fields strive for keeping ab initio accuracy while tackling larger systems (for

instance, cell sizes compatible with the amorphous phases) than those that were previously acces-

sible by first principles calculations.38 Our nb-ZIF-FF force field34 is the only reactive physically-

motivated force field to date that was successful in accurately modeling amorphous ZIFs and their

crystalline polymorphs, since efforts to use ReaxFF for this task have been controversial.39,40 In

the works by Méndez and Shi,33,35 a lower-density amorphous phase, which had been experi-

mentally observed as an intermediate between ZIF-4 and ZIF_a,5 was also detected. Méndez and

Du33,36 both detected changes in the coordination bonds underlying the amorphization process.

On a related note, Sapnik and collaborators have addressed the important problem of generating

representative configurations for ZIF_a via an in silico polymerization procedure.41

Despite the intense activity in the field, no modeling study has yet tackled the exploration of

the ZIF-4 phase diagram with varying pressure up to date. This is due to the fact that in order

to explore pressure changes it is not enough to have a high quality reactive force field, but it is

also required to couple it with advanced enhanced sampling methods42 that allow overcoming free

energy barriers much larger than kbT around ambient temperature conditions.

In this work, we combine a reactive force field together with well-tempered metadynamics

simulations to explore pressure induced phase transitions undergone by ZIF-4 around ambient

temperature. We provide for the first time a computed topology for the phase diagram including

ZIF-4-cp, the phase that was missing in the experimental studies.2 We reveal the signs of the

Clapeyron lines between ZIF-4, ZIF-4-cp, ZIF-4-cp-II and ZIF_a. Furthermore, we identify the

collective modes at the onset of the phase transitions at the molecular level, which are related to

pore closure for the ZIF-4 −→ ZIF-4-cp transition and to swing ligand rotations for the ZIF-4-cp
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−→ ZIF-4-cp-II one.

II. METHODS

A. Metadynamics

A trajectory in which all the species of interest are visited multiple times is needed to accurately

study the relative stability of the different phases at a fixed thermodynamic condition. Neverthe-

less, the inter-conversions between polymorphs involve the crossing of high activation energy bar-

riers, making it necessary to implement an enhanced sampling scheme to reduce the time required

to collect enough statistics. The metadynamics43 procedure is a biased enhanced sampling method

that consists in dynamically adding energy penalties in the potential energy surface regions that are

visited more frequently. This allows the system to efficiently explore the whole collective variable

space and surpass free energy barriers that would have taken times several orders of magnitude

higher to overcome in standard unbiased molecular dynamics simulations.

An advantage of metadynamics with respect to other enhanced sampling procedures is that

the free energy surface as a function of the collective variables can be recovered directly from

the negative of the bias potential together with a reweighting procedure,44 without the need of

extra calculations. The well-tempered45 version of the technique allows a better convergence by

diminishing the rate at which the bias potential evolves as the simulation progresses.

B. Multibaric ensemble

A key aspect of metadynamics simulations is the adequate selection of the order parameters

to bias, as this will determine the extent to which the mechanistic and energetic information ob-

tained can be correlated to the physical phenomena under investigation.46 A common practice in

processes that involve phase transitions is to use the systems’ energy and/or volume as collective

variables, since these quantities tend to vary significantly between phases. This choice presents

an additional advantage: modeling the relative stability of two phases in the (T,P) plane usually

requires to perform the simulations at multiple thermodynamic conditions, which demands a large

amount of computing time. However, this choice of collective variables makes it possible to ex-

trapolate results obtained at one specific thermodynamic state to another by the use of the so called

multithermal multibaric ensemble formalism.47 This method consists in the calculation of the free
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energy as a function of the potential energy E and volume V of the system, G(T,P)(E,V ), at the

temperature T and pressure P at which the simulation is performed. Then, the free energy at a

different state (T ′,P′) is recovered by the following relation:

β
′G(T ′,P′)(E,V ) = βG(T,P)(E,V )+(β ′−β )E +(β ′P′−βP)V +C (1)

where β = 1/kbT , β ′ = 1/kbT ′, and C is a constant that does not depend on E and V .

Since we aimed to study the properties of the polymorphs at different pressure conditions but

at constant temperature, we did not bias the energy. For an isotherm, equation (1) simplifies to:

G(P′)(V ) = G(P)(V )+(P′−P)V +C (2)

When we analyzed the phase transitions experienced by ZIF-4 under this setup, we noticed that

the use of the volume alone as order parameter for metadynamics was not enough to efficiently

sample all the possible states. The reason for this is that some of the polymorphs differ only slightly

in their total volume, albeit they present large variations in their cell parameter ratios. Therefore,

we decided to use the three cell dimensions as collective variables instead of the volume as done

by Martoňák and collaborators.48 For this setup, equation (2) trivially turns into:

G(P′)(a,b,c) = G(P)(a,b,c)+(P′−P)V +C (3)

Where a, b and c are the dimensions of the simulation box in the x, y and z directions respectively,

and V = a.b.c since we only considered orthorhombic polymorphs. In order to check the robust-

ness of the method, three simulations were carried out at different pressure conditions of 0, 40

and 80 MPa respectively. These values were chosen to lie in the pressure region where the phase

transitions were found experimentally.2,20

C. Simulation details

We performed the simulations through the LAMMPS open source software49, coupled with

PLUMED50 package for implementing well-tempered metadynamics. The nb-ZIF-FF force field

was used to model the interactions34. This force field has two main features: (i) the inclusion

of dummy atoms in Zn2+ and N (within imidazole) species to correctly reproduce the tetrahedral

coordination environment around the metal, and (ii) the possibility of metal-ligand bond break-

ing/formation through the use of non bonded interaction terms in the form of Morse potentials.
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This force field is also known to reproduce the experimental properties of several ZIF polymorphs

including ZIF-4, along with the corresponding glasses obtained through ambient pressure thermal

amorphization.33,34 Bonded terms are based on the ZIF-FF force field51 and include harmonic style

bonds, harmonic plus an additional Urey Bradley term for angles and cosine based dihedrals and

impropers. Coulombic interactions are computed via the particle-particle/particle-mesh method

while all dispersion interactions (Morse potentials for coordination bonds and 12-6 Lennard-Jones

for the rest of the species) were computed considering a cutoff of 1.3 nm.

The integration of the equations of motion was done in the NPT ensemble, using Nose-Hoover

thermostats and barostats52. The temperature was set to 300 K, and the damping parameters were

set to 100 and 1000 time steps for regulating temperature and pressure respectively. The baro-

stat acted independently in each of the three system dimensions to allow the cell parameters to

evolve in an unconstrained way. In all cases the simulation box was kept orthorhombic. The pa-

rameters for well-tempered metadynamics were chosen to be 9 kJ/mol and 0.1 nm for the initial

gaussian height and standard deviation, respectively, and 75 for the bias factor that controls the de-

cay of the heights with time. Five parallel walkers were employed to accelerate the metadynamics

convergence.53 Each walker evolves independently from the others but they all share the same bias

potential obtained from the addition of gaussian terms. The time step was set to 0.5 fs and the total

time for each simulation, comprising all the walkers, was around 100 ns. Additional constraints

were included for preventing the system from exploring non physical regions. These consisted

in upper and lower bounds for each of the cell parameters and for the total volume, as well as a

lower bound for the Zn-N total coordination to avoid metal-ligand bond breaking events that could

lead to amorphization. This is because no amorphous phase has been experimentally reported in

the phase diagram region that we target for exploration in this work. As a consequence, all the

studied phases retained the connectivity of ZIF-4, resulting in a tetra-coordination for all the Zn2+

in the simulation box. Further details related to the well-tempered metadynamics simulations can

be found in the Supplementary Information (SI).

Metadynamics simulations were conducted at 0, 40 and 80 MPa. All of them started from

a 2x2x2 super cell of ZIF-4, which contains a total of 128 Zn2+ atoms and has dimensions of

3.08x3.06x3.68 nm3.

Additionally, a few unbiased molecular dynamics simulations were performed for each of the

obtained polymorphs. These were all carried out in the NPT ensemble for the thermodynamic

conditions specified in each case, with the same force field, thermostat, barostat and timestep as
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those reported for the well-tempered metadynamics.

III. RESULTS

A. Polymorph Stability

We computed the free energy as a function of the cell parameters G(P)(a,b,c) from the metady-

namics simulations at pressure P = 0, 40 and 80 MPa at which the trajectories were obtained. The

convergence criterion, as well as the technique employed for averaging the results and computing

the errors, were based on the procedure developed by Tiwary et al.54, more details are provided in

the SI. From these initial free energy surfaces, we calculated G(P′)(a,b,c) at different pressures P′

in the range that goes from 0 to 300 MPa via the equation (3). The difference between the three

free energy surfaces at a given pressure was found to be on the same order of magnitude as the

individual error bars (∼ 0.5 kJ/mol), which proves that the multibaric method is consistent. In

what follows, results from the three simulations were averaged.

We started our analysis by computing the position in the (a,b,c) space of the absolute minimum

of the free energy surface as a function of pressure. This minimum indicates the cell parameters of

the most stable polymorph at the selected thermodynamic conditions. The results are summarized

in Fig. 1. We observe three pressure regions, separated by discontinuities in the lattice constants.

These abrupt jumps correspond to the inversion of the relative stability of two distinct free energy

minima, a characteristic of first order phase transitions. The curves obtained from individual

simulations have the same qualitative behaviour, with only a slight difference in the absolute value

of the pressure of the transitions. The first discontinuity, at P = 13± 1 MPa corresponds to a

contraction of all the three cell parameters, which represents an overall change in the unit cell

volume of -0.58 nm3 (-15%). The second transition takes place at P = 110±4 MPa, and it features

a contraction in z direction while the a and b parameters slightly expand. As a result, the change

in unit cell volume associated with this process was found to be of -0.13 nm3 (-4%).

By comparison of the cell parameters in each pressure region with the experimental lattice

constants of several polymorphs2,20, we associated the first region to ZIF-4 (blue), the second one

to ZIF-4-cp (orange), and the third one to ZIF-4-cp-II (pink). The lattice constants and volumes

of the three species are summarized in table I. The results are within a margin of error of less than

10% in all cases with respect to the experimental values.
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In Fig. 2 we present typical configurations of the polymorphs obtained from our simulations

along with the reported experimental structures. The snapshots were obtained from individual

simulations at pressure conditions of stability of each phase. The visual inspection of the high

pressure polymorphs supports the previous assignment, taking into account that our structures

are distorted by thermal fluctuations. Further analysis of the spatial arrangement of the obtained

structures can be found in section III B.

FIG. 1. Evolution of equilibrium cell parameters as a function of the pressure. The blue, red and green

dashed lines correspond to results obtained from well-tempered metadynamics simulations at 0, 40 and 80

MPa respectively, while the black dotted line corresponds to the average. Regions are colored according

to the most stable polymorph stability regions: blue corresponds to ZIF-4, orange to ZIF-4-cp and pink to

ZIF-4-cp-II.

As a consequence, the coexistence pressure between ZIF-4 and ZIF-4-cp was found to be

P ∼ 13 MPa while that for the ZIF-4-cp/ZIF-4-cp-II pair transition it was P ∼ 110 MPa. Ex-

perimentally, the ZIF-4/ZIF-4-cp equilibrium was registered to take place at P ∼ 28 MPa. This

difference is inside the typical margin of error of calculations obtained using classical force fields.

The transition between ZIF-4-cp and ZIF-4-cp-II was never observed experimentally. Instead, the

ZIF-4-cp-II polymorph was obtained directly from ZIF-4 at a pressure around P ∼ 100 MPa. As

mentioned above, the authors argue that the lack of observation of the intermediate ZIF-4-cp phase

is due to the high slope of the applied pressure ramp.2 Our results support the affirmation that both
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TABLE I. Cell parameters of the obtained polymorphs. Values in parenthesis correspond to experimental

data2.

ZIF-4 ZIF-4-cp ZIF-4-cp-II

P(MPa) 0 80 150

V (nm3) 4.01 (4.34) 3.33 (3.46) 3.12 (3.25)

a(nm) 1.49 (1.54) 1.41 (1.42) 1.47 (1.46)

b(nm) 1.52 (1.53) 1.43 (1.49) 1.43 (1.44)

c(nm) 1.77 (1.84) 1.65 (1.63) 1.49 (1.54)

FIG. 2. Representative snapshots of the studied ZIF-4 polymorphs in the xy plane. The upper (lower)

pictures correspond to the well-tempered metadynamics (experimental) structures. Color code: Zn (dark

brown), N (blue), C (grey). For clarity purposes, H atoms were ignored and the snapshots have been scaled

up to the same size.

high pressure polymorphs are stable under certain pressure ranges and they correspond to two dis-

tinct phases separated by a free energy barrier. The higher pressure polymorph ZIF-4-cp-III was

not obtained in our simulations since we limited our analysis to orthorhombic unit cells, which

is not the case for this polymorph. We relaxed this constraint to perform a simulation of isolated

ZIF-4-cp to check if the β cell parameter suffers a spontaneous distortion from 90◦ as stated in
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previous works20, but no such deviation was found. This is in agreement with the experimental

results from Vervoorts et al.21 The high pressure amorphization of the system was also observed

in preliminary simulations, but since we aimed to focus our analysis on crystalline structures, we

constrained the connectivity of the system to avoid this phenomenon, as specified in the methods

section.

The free energy surface obtained via the well-tempered metadynamics simulations is a 4D plot,

since it depends on the value of the three collective variables (a,b,c). In order to more easily

visualize the obtained profile, we performed a dimensionality reduction from the original three

variable output. To do so, we considered the free energy as a function of the unit cell volume,

G(V ). The procedure to make this transformation is detailed in the SI.

The result of G(V ) at different pressures is shown in Fig. 3. The curve that corresponds to

P = 0 MPa -virtually ambient pressure- presents two minima. The lowest one at V ∼ 4.0 nm3

can be assigned to ZIF-4 while the one at V ∼ 3.4 nm3 corresponds to ZIF-4-cp. As expected,

ZIF-4 is the most stable phase at these thermodynamic conditions. At P = 13 MPa, the two

minima have the same height, meaning that the equilibrium pressure was achieved. The energy

barrier that separates both states is in the order of 5 kJ/mol. After that, the ZIF-4-cp minimum

becomes the most stable, as shown in the curve corresponding to P = 80 MPa. At P = 110 MPa

we get to the ZIF-4-cp/ZIF-4-cp-II coexistence point. From this picture it is not clear if the free

energy landscape can be described in terms of two minima, or just a single basin that presents

large fluctuations. To correctly characterize this transition, it is necessary to take into account not

only the change in volume, but also the variation in the a/c ratio, as previously explained. We

thus plotted the free energy as a function of the cell parameters a and c in Fig.4. This was done by

integrating the b coordinate from the original three dimensional profile. In this picture it is possible

to confirm that there are two distinct phases, which correspond to different minima, separated by

a free energy barrier on the order of 2 kJ/mol. As we discuss in section III B, the lower barrier is

due to the fact that the structural changes that take place in this phase transition are much more

subtle than those associated to the ZIF-4/ZIF-4-cp phase transition. Finally, at higher pressures

ZIF-4-cp-II becomes the most stable polymorph, as shown in the curve corresponding to P = 200

MPa in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. Free energy vs. volume per unit cell at different pressures. The absolute height of each curve is

arbitrary and it is adjusted to improve the clarity of the figure.

B. Microscopic characterization of the phase transitions

We selected some microscopic features that allow to describe the changes observed in both

phase transitions in terms of collective motions of the atoms in the unit cell. To do so, we per-

formed individual simulations at thermodynamic conditions such that the two phases involved in

each phase transition were stable separately, meaning that each of them is associated to a local

minimum in the free energy surface. For the ZIF-4/ZIF-4-cp transformation, the simulations were

run at P = 20 MPa and T = 300 K. For both structures we monitored the distance between op-

posite ligands in the 8-membered Zn2+ ring that constitutes the largest pore window. In the top

panel of Fig. 5 we show snapshots of the two polymorphs with the mentioned distance marked in

red. Histograms for this value in both phases are also plotted, showing a clear change that goes

from d ∼ 11 Å in ZIF-4 to d ∼ 8.5 Å in ZIF-4-cp. These results are compatible with the previous

characterization of the transition in terms of the closure of the unit cell pore20. The values are also

in good agreement with the experimental structures, that present distances of 11.8 Å for ZIF-4 and
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FIG. 4. Free energy as a function of cell parameters a and c at P = 110 MPa (yellow curve in Fig. 3). The

zero of free energy is assigned to the minima, and the color bar goes from blue (lower energy) to red (higher

energy). Isoenergy lines in kJ/mol are also shown. The values correspond to one unit cell.

8.5 Å for ZIF-4-cp.

For studying the ZIF-4-cp/ZIF-4-cp-II transformation, we performed simulations at P = 140

MPa and T = 300 K. The microscopic changes undergone by the material within this transition are

more subtle. Indeed, the unit cells of the two polymorphs do not show very clear differences in the

Zn and N atomic positions, besides some slight distortions in the shape of the 6 and 8-membered

rings. However, we noticed a change in the swing angles values of some of the ligands inside a

6-membered ring. In ZIF-4-cp, the tagged ligands have a C-H direction pointing to the external

region of the cycle, while in ZIF-4-cp-II the ligand orientation is almost perpendicular to the rings

plane (see Fig. 5). This allows for a slightly better packing that contributes to the overall volume

contraction. The swing angle in this kind of systems is usually defined as the dihedral angle

between three consecutive Zn atoms and the central Carbon of the ligand that connects the last

two of them. In the bottom part of Fig. 5 we show snapshots of both polymorphs, with the atoms

considered for computing the swing angle marked in red. Despite the fact that the histograms

for both phases superimpose, they are clearly centered in different values. The average angle for

ZIF-4-cp is φ ∼ −80◦, while for ZIF-4-cp-II an average of φ ∼ −105◦ was computed. In the

experimental structures it is also possible to observe the swing angle change previously described,

but the average angle for both species deviates from our histogram results. Values of φ = −106◦
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and φ =−179◦ were computed from the cif files of ZIF-4-cp and ZIF-4-cp-II respectively. These

differences can be attributed to the high sensibility of the dihedral angle to small deviations in

atom positions in cases where the four atoms are close to being aligned.

FIG. 5. Top: comparison between snapshots of ZIF-4-cp (left) and ZIF-4 (right) 8-membered ring pore

windows. The histograms correspond to the distance between opposite ligands highlighted in red. Bottom:

comparison between snapshots of ZIF-4-cp-II (left) and ZIF-4-cp (right) 6-membered rings. The histograms

show the distribution of the swing dihedral angle formed by the atoms in red.

Our simulations suggest that pore closure and swing angle motions constitute the microscopic

defects that propagate over the material to give rise to the phase transition. A full mechanistic

study to determine for example whether the process is concerted or not,55 however, would imply

considering larger simulation cells, as done for other MOFs by Rogge and coworkers.56
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C. ZIF-4 phase diagram

To finalize the thermodynamic description of the ZIF-4 polymorphs, we aim to reconstruct the

phase diagram. To do so, we extended the above phase equilibrium analyses to higher temperature

regions via the Clapeyron relation, which allows us to obtain the slope of the coexistence curve

P(T ) between two phases through the calculation of their enthalpy H and volume differences.

dP
dT

=
∆H

T ∆V
(4)

For the calculation of these observables, it is enough to generate a stable trajectory of both

phases separately at a certain point of the (T,P) plane. This was done by performing unbiased

simulations in the NPT ensemble starting from each one of the polymorphs. The values of T and

P were chosen such that both phases were stable during the time span of the unbiased molecular

dynamics simulations. In the case of ZIF-4-cp/ZIF-4-cp-II, a single long trajectory was enough

to sample both states since a few interconvertion events took place. The resulting trajectory was

split into regions corresponding to each polymorph to compute the desired observables. Once the

slope of the coexistence curve is computed, the equilibrium pressures obtained in section III A

for ambient temperature can be extrapolated to other thermal conditions. For condensed phases,

it is reasonable to assume an approximately constant slope for all the coexistence interval. In

addition, we included in this analysis the glass phase obtained from thermal amorphization of

ZIF-4: ZIF_a33. For this transition, an equilibrium temperature in of T = 425 K was calculated in

a previous work33 using the same force field at ambient pressure. The thermodynamic information

gathered from simulations of individual polymorphs is summarized in table II.

The phase diagram was constructed using the information of the slopes of table II, together

with the coexistence points at ambient temperature calculated in III A and the one corresponding

to ZIF-4/ZIF_a, according to the following steps: (i) The equilibrium points of ZIF-4/ZIF-4-cp

and ZIF-4/ZIF_a were extrapolated with the calculated slopes to find the triple point of these three

species. (ii) From this triple point, the coexistence curve of ZIF-4-cp/ZIF_a was extrapolated.

(iii) The second triple point was obtained from the intersection of the curve from (ii) and the

one obtained from the extrapolation of the equilibrium point of ZIF-4-cp/ZIF-4-cp-II at ambient

temperature. (iv) Finally, the coexistence curve between ZIF-4-cp-II and ZIF_a was extrapolated

from the triple point found in (iii). The results are plotted in Fig. 6.

The computed phase diagram correctly reproduces the sign of the slope of ZIF-4/ZIF_a and

14



TABLE II. Thermodynamic information of the transitions considered for the construction of the phase

diagram.

∆H ∆V P T dP/dT

(kJ/mol) (nm3) (MPa) (K) (MPa/K)

ZIF-4 / ZIF-4-cp -12.4 -0.52 20 425 0.093

ZIF-4-cp / ZIF-4-cp-II 1.01 -0.12 140 300 -0.047

ZIF-4 / ZIF_a 55.4 -0.66 0 425 -0.33

ZIF-4-cp / ZIF_a 66.0 -0.075 20 425 -3.44

ZIF-4-cp-II / ZIF_a 69.1 0.02 170 350 16.4

FIG. 6. Calculated ZIF-4 phase diagram in the T=150-450K and P=0-200 MPa region.

ZIF-4-cp-II/ZIF_a equilibrium curves2. In both cases, the amorphous phase is higher in the en-

thalpy scale than the crystals. In terms of volume changes, the density of ZIF_a lies in between

the ZIF-4 and ZIF-4-cp-II values, thus giving rise to slopes of opposite sign as a final result. Our

results match these tendencies. ZIF-4-cp is not present in the reference phase diagram by Wid-

mer and coworkers,2 as explained in section III A. Nevertheless, we can state that the slope of the

ZIF-4/ZIF-4-cp is also correctly captured by our model, given the fact that this transition was also

observed at ambient pressure and T ∼ 140 K55. Our simulations predict this temperature to be
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around T ∼ 160 K. The positive sign of this slope means that the enthalpy of ZIF-4-cp must be

lower than the one corresponding to ZIF-4, as our results suggest, since the change in volume is

also negative.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work sheds light into the phase transformations that occur under pressure at temperatures

surrounding ambient conditions for ZIF-4 and their associated polymorphs. We employ a classical

force field which incorporates metal-ligand bonds reactivity within a well-tempered metadynam-

ics scheme where the cell parameters are biased. These simulations allow to recover the ZIF-4,

ZIF-4-cp and ZIF-4-cp-II phases and explore their stability regions. The multibaric formalism is

applied to further explore a large range of thermodynamic conditions. The collective motions that

drive the ZIF-4/ZIF-4-cp and ZIF-4-cp/ZIF-4-cp-II phase transformations are also described. The

former one is related to pore closure while the latter one corresponds to a subtle change in swing

dihedral angles. Our methodology is validated via the analysis of structural correlations between

the experimental phases and the ones obtained in the well-tempered metadynamics simulations.

Most importantly, we provide a sketch of the phase diagram of ZIF-4 and associated poly-

morphs in the T=150-450K, P=0-200 MPa range. This phase diagram has been elusive to exper-

imental studies, since the large pressure ramps that have to be applied hamper the finding of all

existing phases. Even though the absolute values of T,P in the critical points that we obtain do

not match the absolute experimental values, the magnitude of the deviations are reasonable for

classical force field-based simulations. Crucially, the most relevant qualitative tendencies, such as

the sign of the phase separation curves, is correctly captured by our model, and the placement of

the ZIF-4-cp phase in the phase diagram was achieved.

Finally, we would like to highlight that our methodology can be extended to the treatment of

other high-temperature/ high-pressure regions of the ZIF-4 phase diagram to answer remaining

questions as for instance: what is the topology of the phase diagram surrounding ZIF-4-cp-III?

Is there a phase transition between ZIF-4-cp-II and ZIF-hPT-II? Are ZIF-hPT-I and ZIF-hPT-II

different polymorphs? These and more questions will be the object of further work.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Methodological details as described in the main text as well as sample input files and additional

results supporting the convergence of the well-tempered metadynamics runs are available at the

Supplementary Information.
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A. Well-tempered Metadynamics Setup

The following script was used as PLUMED input file for the configuration of the well-tempered

metadynamics runs:

1 # Define volume and cell parameters:

2 vol: VOLUME

3 cell: CELL

4

5 # Read Zn and N atom indexes from ndx file:

6 Zn_atoms: GROUP NDX_FILE=index.ndx NDX_GROUP=zn

7 N_atoms: GROUP NDX_FILE=index.ndx NDX_GROUP=n

8

9 # Calculate the Zn-N coordination number:

10 cn: COORDINATION GROUPA=Zn_atoms GROUPB=N_atoms R_0=0.05 D_0=0.22 NN=6

11

12 # Metadynamics setup:

13 meta: METAD ...

14 ARG=cell.ax,cell.by,cell.cz

15 SIGMA=0.1,0.1,0.1

16 HEIGHT=9.0

17 BIASFACTOR=75.0

18 TEMP=300.0

19 PACE=1000

20 GRID_MIN=2.4,2.4,2.4

21 GRID_MAX=4.4,4.4,4.4

22 GRID_BIN=200,200,200

23 WALKERS_N=5

24 WALKERS_ID=0
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25 WALKERS_DIR=../

26 WALKERS_RSTRIDE=1000

27 ...

28

29 # Additional constraints:

30 uwall: UPPER_WALLS ARG=vol,cell.ax,cell.by,cell.cz AT=36.0,3.8,3.8,3.8 KAPPA=10000,50000,50000,50000 EXP

=2,2,2,2

31 lwall: LOWER_WALLS ARG=vol,cell.ax,cell.by,cell.cz,cn AT=16.0,2.6,2.6,2.6,511.0 KAPPA

=10000,50000,50000,50000,50000 EXP=2,2,2,2,2

32

33 # Output:

34 PRINT ARG=vol,cell.ax,cell.by,cell.cz,uwall.bias,lwall.bias,meta.bias,cn FILE=colva.dat STRIDE=1000

Each section contains a comment explaining the aim of the code fragment that follows. Default

PLUMED units were used: nm for distance, ps for time and kJ/mol for energy. The cell param-

eters a, b and c are called ’cell.ax’, ’cell.by’ and ’cell.cz’. The coordination number command

’COORDINATION’ counts the number of Zn-N pairs at a distance lower than 0.22 nm, a slightly

higher value than the typical bond length of 0.21 nm. This number is constrained through the

’LOWER_WALLS’ command to be always higher than 511. Since the total coordination number

in the system is 512, this prevents Zn-ligand bond breaking events. Additional descriptions of each

command can be found in the PLUMED manual.

B. Metadynamics Convergence and Data Treatment

To check if the order parameter space was correctly sampled during the simulation, we plotted

the evolution of a, b and c over time in Fig. S7, for the simulation at P = 40 MPa. These results

include the data from all the five walkers of the metadynamics. Although it is not possible to

directly assign each point to one of the studied polymorphs to observe the presence of intercon-

vertion events, as it is usually done in metadynamics, it is clear that virtually all the points in the

accessible region were visited multiple times, which is a necessary condition for the convergence

of the method. Similar results were obtained for the simulations at P = 0 and 80 MPa.

To analyze the convergence of the well-tempered metadynamics simulations we followed the

procedure developed by Tiwary et al. .54 This approach takes into account the fact that in meta-

dynamics the bias potential is dynamically modified as the simulation advances, never reaching a

plateau value. This makes the choice of a convergence criterion a non trivial task. The authors

found a way to compute a time independent free energy estimator that allows to compare results
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FIG. 7. Collective variables a, b, and c as a function of time for the P = 40 MPa simulation.

measured at different times during the simulation given by:

G(s) =−γV (s, t)
(γ −1)

+ kbT ln
∫

e
γV (s,t)

(γ−1)kbT ds (5)

were s represents the collective variable(s), γ the bias factor, and V (s, t) the time dependent bias

potential. The last term is a time dependent constant that aligns the free energy estimation at time

t with the ones computed at previous times. Equation S5 is only valid after the metadynamics

has reached the convergence regime. For applying this technique to data obtained from different

walkers, we time-ordered the gaussians coming from each simulation. In Fig. S8 we plotted the

free energy estimator G(a,b,c) of eq. 5 as a function of time for three (a,b,c) points that roughly

correspond to the lattice constants of the studied polymorphs. We also plotted the free energy

without the addition of the second term of eq. S5. As expected, these last values continue to

descend without reaching a plateau, but the corrected estimators fluctuate around a fixed value

after a transient period of time.

In order to compute the final free energy profile and the corresponding errors, we need to

time average the results from the corrected free energy curves. To avoid artifacts that arise when

dealing with correlated data, we employed the block averaging technique developed by Bussi and

Tribello.57 To estimate the optimal block size for which the data is uncorrelated, we computed

the standard deviation of the free energy as a function of the block size. The results are shown in
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figure 9 for the (a,b,c) point that corresponds to the lowest minimum. When the individual block

values become uncorrelated, the standard deviation reaches a plateau. According to this criterion,

we averaged data from blocks of 8 ns.

FIG. 8. Free energy estimator for points in the (a,b,c) space that corresponds to ZIF-4 (green), ZIF-4-cp-I

(black) and ZIF-4-cp-II (red) lattice constants for the simulation at P = 40 MPa. The curves in the negative

region correspond to the estimator without the correction term of Eq. S5.

C. Calculation of G(V )

For the computation of the free energy as a function of the volume at pressure P (G(P)(V ))

starting from the function G(P)(a,b,c) that was obtained from the well-tempered metadynamics

simulations, we proceeded as follows. First, we computed the probability P(P)(a,b,c) given by

the Boltzmann distribution:

P(P)(a,b,c) =C′e−βG(P)(a,b,c) (6)

where C′ is a normalization constant. Then, since the volume is an explicit function of a, b and

c, the probability of the system to have volume V at a pressure P was obtained by the following

integration:

P(P)(V ) =
∫

δ (V −abc) P(P)(a,b,c) da db dc (7)
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FIG. 9. Free energy standard deviation for the absolute minimum as a function of the block size.

where δ (x) is the Dirac delta function. In practice, this integral was performed by discretizing the

volume variable into bins. Finally G(V ) was obtained by the inversion of equation S6, now with

the volume as variable:

G(P)(V ) =−1/β ln P(P)(V ) (8)

The corresponding error bars were calculated by propagation of errors from equations S6, S7 and

S8.
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